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Abstract

The transmission matrix method has been applied to various gamma ray
shielding problems. The transmission matrix from plane geometry analysis
has been used to develop a point geometry matrix kernel. The point kernel
has been investigated for shielding slabs of two or more materials. Various
types of shielding configuration using surface sources, volumetric sources,
and exponential secondary sources also have been investigated. Results
have been compared with previous published works and other computations
using scalar point kernel and buildup factor analyses.

Resume

On a applique la methode de transmission matrice a des problemes varies
du blindage des rayons de gamma. On a employe la transmission matrice de
1'analyse geometrique plane a developer un fond matrice de la pointe
geometrie. On a recherche le point fond pour les plaques de blindage de
deux ou plus matières. On a recherche aussi des types varies de configura-
tion de blindage employant des sources de surfaces, sources volumetriques,
et des sources secondaires exponentielles. On a compare les resultats avec
des oeuvres publiees anterieurement et d'autres supputations employant le
point fond scalaire et 1'analyse d1elevation facteur.
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Introduction

The transmission matrix method as applied to radiation transport was
first developed by Yarmush, Zell, and Aronson [1, 2] . Aronson has also
discussed the method with respect to one energy neutron transport [3] and
one and two medium neutron transport in slab geometry [4] . In this work
the transmission matrix as applied to slab geometry is transformed to point
source geometry. The resulting matrix shielding kernels are then applied
to various gamma ray shielding problems. The developments are based upon
the use of transmission and reflection matrices. A computer code which has
been developed to perform the various calculations is described in Ref. [5] .

The Transmission Matrix Method

The transmission matrix method describes the effects of a material on
radiation using the matrix equation (Fig. 1)

Ф.
= HO:)

0.
(1)

where 0,, and 0 _ are flux vectors describing the flux moving to the right
and 0 , and 0_

2
 are flux vectors describing the flux moving to the left.

The matrix H(x) contains material-scattering and absorption properties as
well as being a function of the spatial variable x. Thus the matrix H(x)
transforms the incoming and outgoing flux at position one into an incoming
and outgoing flux at position two.

Ф-1

Fig. 1. Slob Geometry

One can also define a transmission matrix and a reflection matrix by
the equation

and (2)

where it has been assumed that the material slab is homogeneous. By solving
relations (2) with respect to ̂
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then one has

and

T(x)s

R(x)s

(4)

which are the transmission and reflection relations for a finite slab with
vacuum boundary conditions and a source input described within the source
vector s.

In Ref. [1] it has been shown that
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where the matrices В , В_, С , С_, and Л are developed directly from the
slab transport equation. In particular В , B_, C

+
, and C_ are block lower

triangular matrices, Л is a diagonal matrix, and 0 is the zero matrix. It
is important to note that all of these matrices are independent of the
spatial variable x.

Comparing Eqs. (3) and (5) one can show that

T(x) = 4C*
1
 s"

and

R(x) B
+
F(x)]D(x)

where

and

D(x) - [B
+
 •+ B_F(x)]

F(x)

-1

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

For large thicknesses of x the second term of Eq. (8) becomes negligible
with respect to the first term and one, has the asymptotic expressions

and

T (x) - 4C"
1
 e"^"

1

00 T T
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(10)

(11)

In actual numerical calculations it has been observed that these asymptotic
expressions hold accurately down to thicknesses of about one mean-free-path
length.

The remaining analyses will be involved with using relations (4) with
the asymptotic versions of the transmission and reflection functions, Eqs.
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(10) and (11). The mathematical simplicity of these functions makes the
algebraic relations more convenient for numerical computations although all
analyses can be applied using the more rigorous Eqs. (6) and (7).

The transmission and reflection matrices are block lower triangular
with each block representing an energy group. The angular distributions
within each group are expanded in half-range Legendre polynomials and the
entries in each energy group block relate to the coefficients of these
polynomials. The flux vectors have sub-energy-group vectors with each sub-
group entry corresponding to the coefficients of the polynomials.

The Infinite Medium Relations

From the equation

4 = T(x)£ (12)

one can determine the transmitted flux through a finite slab. However,
consider the case of an infinite plane source emitting in both directions
in an infinite medium. In such a case, the effective source in the positive
direction will include the actual source plus a reflection from the parti-
cles moving in the negative direction, plus double reflections of each of
these, etc. Thus the effective source is

s = [(I + R2 + R4 + . . . .) + (R + R3 + . . . .)]s
— e c o m o o o o J —

T (13)
= (I - R ) s .

The resulting flux transmitted to a point x distance from the source is

- R )'1s . (14)
00 "™
00

Since the medium is infinite there also will be a reflection, re-reflection,
etc. of the flux at the point x to give

'jk(x) = (I - Roo)"
1T(x)(I - R j ^ s (15)

as the total flux from an infinite plane source emitting in both directions
in an infinite medium.

The Point to Plane Transformation

The scalar flux transformation in an infinite medium is

2ттг 0
pt
(r,X)dr (16)

or

ax"

This result is the A = 0 component of the general Legendre moment relation

[6].
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pt
(r,X)dr . (18)

Equation (15) gives the flux at a distance x from a plane infinite
source in an infinite medium. Since Eq. (16) describes a transformation of
a flux from a point isotropic source to a plane isotropic source, then in
order to use a transformation of Eq. (15) the source ,s must describe a plane
isotropic source. Therefore in all subsequent analyses where a point
source is used, the source will be an isotropic source. It is described
within js by the half-range Legendre polynomials. Since the angular distri-
bution of a plane isotropic source is 1/cu where ш is the angular cosine,
the source cannot be approximated exactly by the finite set of polynomials-
However, in the calculations six polynomial terms gave sufficient accuracy
for the numerical results.

The transmission matrix relation for a point isotropic source as a
result of the transformation is

i

This transformation results in the scalar flux as an energy distribution
while Eq. (15) describes the angular flux as an energy distribution. The
transformation of the angular flux would reouire higher order moments from
Eq. (18). No work has been done to obtain these moments.

The question o.'c whether a point source relation holds for a finite
slab must be considered. In this case the obvious relation should be

'(x)s . • (20)

This equation assumes that the infinite reflection operators are the same
for both the point and plane source geometry. As a result of the trans-
formation one can define a point kernel for an isotropic source as

This expression in turn should be able to be integrated over the infinite i

plane source to give Eq. (22) i

CO '

- J y r ) 2ттг dr
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A note of significance from the standpoint of a point kernel in finite
slab geometry is that it is always assumed that the slab boundaries will
remain normal to the ray connecting the source and detector. This approxi-
mation is inherent in the previous approximation of equating the infinite
reflection operators. It is generally considered that this boundary effect
is insignificant [7].

la Eq. (21) one needs the first derivative of the transmission matrix
given by Eq. (6). This results in

where

and

Т'(х> (23)

»'«• £ t\
Л = - D(x)B F'(x)D(x)

F'(x) = - [AF(x) + F

Using the asymptotic expression one has

~
1т' (x) = 4C~
1
(-

00 T

(24)

Analysis of a Multi-layered Shield

The transmission and reflection matrices for a two-layered plane slab
for an infinite plane source are [1,5] (Fig. 2)

T 2 1 ( X 1 ' X 2 > -

and

where

(25)

MATKIAL i MATERIAL IJ

Fig. 2* Two-Stab Geometry
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This result can be generalized to any number of slabs (Fig. 3) giving

Tn-l,l<W'*'Xn-l)

(26)

where

and

Ww MATERIAL I MATERIAL II MATERIAL N

. . .x N )S

Fig. 3. Multi-siab Geometry

In gasna ray analysis one can generally neglect the overall effect of
the double reflection term at the interface so that one can approximate

(27)

and

R 2 1 ( X 1 , X 2 ) S : R 1 ( X 1 )
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The general expressions become

Tn,l(xl»x2' * • 'xn> = W W V l * ' • * W <28>

and

R « (x. »x„» • • *x } ̂, R. (x_) .

To calculate the transmission through a shield for a point isotropic
source one can use the transformation of Eq. (2) on Eq. (27) to get

(29)

2 2 2 2

Using the asymptotic transmission matrix one has

(30)

A similar derivation can be applied to the multi-layered slab case.

The Finite Plane Isotropic Source [9]

The flux from a finite plane isotropic source can be obtained by
integrating the point kernel over the plane source. If the plane source is
circular/with radius p then

x

ƒ 2
[-•2^.T

/(r)]2TTrdr a (31)

Xl

= [T(xx) - T(x2)] a

where

This relation is a direct analogy of the result from scalar point kernel
analysis for a finite plane source..

The Vol^w^tric Source of Constant Strength

In the subsequent development it will be assumed that source and shield
have the same attenuation characteristics and the medium is infinite so that
the infinite reflection functions can be used. All of these restrictions
can be relaxed but more mathematically complicated expressions result.
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The volumetric source problem will be divided into a slab source pro-
blem and a spherical source problem. For the slab, the differential source
dx ,s is integrated from 0 to a (Fig. 4). The particles are transmitted from
the~source at x to the detector at t. Two different problems occur depend-
ing upon whether the detector is within the source (t < a) or outside the
source (t > a). For the case of the detector outside the source one han

<r - v

(I -

" 1

г а

ƒ
.o

- R Г 1 s
00

(32)

4 c ; 1 Л"1 [ e - A t - Rj"1 s

and for the detector inside the source one has
t

= (I - R / 1
 4C; 1

a

ƒ
-o

- R (33)
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Fig. 4. Slab Geometry for Volumetric Source

The spherical volumetric problem requires integration of the point
kernel over a spherical surface source and then this source is used as a
shell source of strength dr j3. This shell source in turn must be inte-
grated over the source volume. The spherical area source is given by
(Fig. 5)

IT
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Fig. 5 . Spherical Geometry for Volumetric Source

Integration over the source volume with the detector located outside of
the source results in

( I - f ( f )[e" A ( t - r ) - e - A ( t f r )

Ф°; 1 л " 21 Ф ° ; 1 л
(35)

С ( I + Л а ) е - Л ( Ы - а ) - (I - АО - R Г 1 s .
00

For the detector position inside of the source one has
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The Secondary Source Problem [10]

(36)

This problem can also be split into a slab geometry problem and a
spherical gëwaetry problem. For the slab geometry the secondary source
vill be represented, by an exponential function which results from a neutron
f l u x g i v e n b y *,''''"';''[. ,,...' ••"'.,.''

"5 x
 (37)
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These resulting photons will be transmitted through the medium to s
detector at t (Fig. 4) to give
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St
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1
 s .

In this particular example the use of the asymptotic transmission function
can result in errors because the function is integrated through the detector
position. However, the contributions of sources at considerable distances
from the detector position usually overshadow these jrrors.

The secondary source problem for spherical geometry will be

-Kr
(39)

This source in turn becomes the spherical area source which must be
integrated over the entire secondary source.

t
-Kr -A(t-r)

 e
-A(tfr)

f r dr ̂ [.-М»« . .-A<rfO.,
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Discussion of Results

The transmission matrix method has been developed for use in manv
different types of gamma ray shielding problems. In most cases approxi-
mations have been used. Since the relations involve matrix operations it
is difficult to determine the accuracy of the approximations without actual
nu
°?*ic«l c»leulations. J O T some problems numerical results were compared

with previously published results while for other problems parallel calcu-
lations were made using scalar point kernel analysis for the uncollid^d
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Figure 6 shows energy spectra for a point isotropic source of 1 MeV
in an infinite medium and a finite medium of water. These spectra are
compared with spectra from the moments method [6] . Although the trans-
mission matrix method results are lower at lower energies, the results
verify the results of Chilton and Morris [12]. Table I shows results
for a finite plane source in an infinite medium. The comparison
results are from integration of the point kernel including buildup over
the finite plane source. Table II shows buildup factor data comparing
these results using buildup factor data. In addition Table II also
shows buildup factor data for infinite plane isotropic sources in
infinite and finite media.
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Fig. 6. Energy Spectra for Water Shield
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Figure 7 shows buildup factor data calculated from energy spectra for
a lead-water combination layer shield for a 1 MeV point isotropic source.
These data are shown both for lead followed by water and water followed by
lead. Buildup factors for additional combinations of materials are shown
in Ref. [15].
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Fig. 7 . Exposure Buildup Factors for Lead and Water Shield
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Work is currently being done on analyses similar to those presented in
this work but using a line source of radiation [16] . The results of this
work will be presented in the future.

Conclusion

The transmission matrix method has been used to investigate various
types of gamma ray shielding problems. From comparison of results it ap-
pears the method can give accurate shielding dat? and thus can be useful
for many shielding problems. Because of the mathematical form of the
matrix equations the method should prove useful for parametric and optimi-
zation studies [1?].

Since the matrices are developed directly from the slab transport
equation it should be equally useful for neutron and other particle trans-
port [1, 2, 3, 4].
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